We investigate effects of triple-α and 12 C(α, γ) 16 O reaction rates on the production of supernova yields for a massive star of 25 M ⊙ whose helium core is considered to be around a 8 M ⊙ . We combine the reaction rates to see the rate dependence, where the rates are considered to cover the possible variation of the rates. We adopt four combinations of the reaction rates from the two triple-α reaction rates and two 12 C(α, γ) 16 O ones. We compare the calculated abundance ratios with the solar system abundances and deduce some constraints to the reaction rates. As the results, the conventional rate is adequate for the triple-α reaction rate and rather higher value of the reaction rate is favorable for the 12 C(α, γ) 16 O rate.
Introduction
Triple-α (3α) and 12 C(α, γ) 16 O reactions play a crucial role in the helium ( 4 He) and carbon (C) burning stages on the stellar evolution of low-, intermediate-, high-mass stars [1, 2, 3] , and accreting compact stars [4, 5, 6] . The 3α reaction rate calculated by Ogata et al. [7] (OKK rate) is very large compared with the previous rate [6, 8] . OKK rate becomes suddenly very large for the temperature below 2 × 10 8 K compared with the previous rate adopted so far [2, 3] . The rate by Fynbo et al. [9] (we call the reference as Fynbo rate) which revised the 3α rate of Ref. [8] has based on new experiments at high temperature of T > 10 9 K, as discussed in Ref. [10] . The ratios of the OKK rate to the Fynbo rate are 1.0, 1.9, 1.5 × 10 6 , and 3.6 × 10 26 for T 8 = 2.5, 2, 1, and 0.1, respectively (T 8 is the temperature in units of 10 8 K). Uncertainties of the rate are shown in Fig. 1 , where the representative rates obtained so far are compared. It is noted that the conventional formulaẏ 12 = −1/6ρ 2 N 2 A ααα y 3 4 with the abundance y i = n i /(ρN A ), N A being Avogadro's number, has been used for a number (mass) density n i (ρ i ) [6] . We must investigate how the new rate affects the astrophysical phenomena, because terrestrial experiments for the 3α reaction are very difficult. Triple-α reaction rates as a function of the temperature. 'Fowler', 'Nomoto', 'NACRE', 'Fynbo' and 'OKK' are taken from Fowler et al. (1975) [11] , Nomoto et al. (1982a) , NACRE (Angulo et al. 1999 ) [8] , Fynbo et al. (2006) [9] , and Ogata et al. (2009) [7] , respectively. Top panel shows thermonuclear reaction rates and lower panel shows the ratios with respect to 'Nomoto' . ααα means the reaction rate per three α particles.
The uncertainty of the rate of 12 C(α, γ) 16 O is known to be within a factor of two suspected from nuclear experiments [12, 13] . The direct measurement of this reaction is very difficult for the low energy region, where we need the cross section at the stellar energy of 300 keV. The S − f actor at this energy, S(300), is estimated to be 100 and 230 keV·b for Ref. [12] and [13] , respectively. In particularly, the latter rate referred to CF85 has been adopted to explore the supernova nucleosynthesis and final results seem to give a good agreement with the observation of SN 1987A [3] . Another value has been presented with use of a different method to determine the cross section, which utilizes the reacion of 16 N(β − ) 16 O * → 12 C + α and gives S(300) = 146 keV·b (hereafter referred to Bu96) [14] . Although uncertainties are not so large compared to the triple-α rate at most a factor of two as shown in Fig. 2 , where the representative rates obtained so far are compared, effects on the nucleosynthesis becomes significant [15, 16, 17, 18] .
It has already been shown that the OKK rate crucially affects the evolutionary tracks of low-mass stars, where the evolutions from the zero-age main sequence through the core He flash/burning for low-, intermediate-, and high-mass stars have been investigated [19, 20] . The HR diagram obtained using the new 3α reaction rate disagrees considerably with the observations of low-mass stars. They found that the OKK rate results in the shortening or disappearence of the red giant phase, because helium ignites at a much lower temperature 16 O reaction rates as a function of the temperature. 'CF85', 'CF88', and 'Bu96' are taken from Caughlan et al. (1985) [13] , Caughlan and Fowler (1988) [12] , and Buchmann et al. (1996a) [14] , respectively. Upper panel shows thermonuclear reaction rates per particle and lower panel shows the ratio with respect to 'CF85'. and density compared with the case of the NACRE rate [8] . Furthermore, stellar models in the mass range of 0.8 < M/M ⊙ < 25 were computed and it is confirmed that the OKK rate has a significant effect on the evolution of low-and intermediate-mass stars, while its influence on the evolution of massive stars (M > 10M ⊙ ) is minimal [21] . In conclusion, they insisted that the OKK rate is incompatible with observations but for massive stars. If the OKK rate is correct, we must invoke some new physical processes such as rotational mixing or other unknown physical effects. On the other hand, the abundances of helium and heavier elements in globular clusters are open to dispute [22] , and may change the scenario of the stellar evolution of low mass stars. Appart from appearances of observations, we can see the effects of the OKK rate on stellar evolution from the ignition properties. The helium core flash is triggered if the nuclear energy generation rates (ε n ) become significantly larger than the neutrino energy loss rates (ε ν ). We can understand clearly that the helium ignition under the degenerate condition (ε n = ε ν ) occurs at considerably low temperature and density points compared with the previous case [23] . Effects of the OKK rate on the evolution from the points of compact stars have been studied: the ignition property for the accreting white dwarfs [23] and the X-ray bursts on accreting neutron stars [10] . It was also found that the s-process with use of the OKK rate during the core He-burning is very inefficient compared to the case with the previous 3α rate. However, the difference of the overproduction is found to be largely compensated by the subsequent C-burning. Since the s-process in massive stars has been attributed so far to the neutron irradiation during core He-burning [24, 25] , our finding reveals the importance of C-burning for the s-process during the evolution of massive stars. Since the overproduction level is not different as a whole for the two distinctly different rates, the weak s-process in massive stars does not testify the validity of the new rate.
In the present paper, we investigate the effects of both 3α and 12 C(α, γ) 16 O rates on the production of the possible isotopes in the evolution of a massive star of 25 M ⊙ in which the stars eventually induce supernova explosions. In §2, method of calculations is explained and the results are presented. Discussion is given in §3, where the most suitable combination of the reaction rates are deduced.
Supernova nucleosynthesis and overproduction factors
The most crucial nuclear reaciton rates related to the supernova nucleosynthesis are 3α and 12 C(α, γ) 16 O rates. We select the combination from the available nuclear data for the two rates, that is, Fynbo-CF85, Fynbo-Bu96, OKK-CF85, and OKK-Bu96, which combinations must cover the possible uncertainty inherent to the experiments and/or theories. The stellar evolutionary code is almost the same as Ref. [2, 3] but for the revised reaction rates [12] .
We adopt the same nuclear reaction network employed by Ono et al. [26] and Kikuchi et al. [27] . Let us explain it for completeness. Our network contains 1714 nuclei from neutron and proton to 214 U linked with particle reactions and weak interactions [26, 28] . The reaction rates are taken from JINA REACLIB compilation [29] , where updated nuclear data has been included for the charged particle reactions and (n, γ) cross sections after those of Bao et al. [30] . The β-decay and electron capture rates at the finite temperature and density are included for nuclei above 59 Fe [31] .
The initial compositions except CNO elements are set to be the solar system abundances [32] : the original CNO elements are converted to 14 N, whose mass fraction X( 14 N) is 0.0137, and other elements heavier than oxygen are distributed in proportion to the solar values. After the helium core formation, gravitational contraction leads to the ignition due to the 3α reaction. Near the end of core helium burning, 12 C(α, γ) 16 O reaction begins to operate significantly. As a consequence, the production of 12 C and 16 O proceeds appreciably and these elements should become main products due to the core helium burning in all massive stars. After the core carbon burning until the end of core oxygen burning, carbon continues to decrease little by little due to shell burnings. This fact is almost universal from the zero to the solar metallicity stars, because massive stars form the helium core after hydrogen burning except for extremely massive stars, which could induce pair instability supernovae [33] .
We investigate the production of the elements for a massive stars of 25 M ⊙ . To estimate the amount of ejected materials into the interstellar medium from the exploding star, we perform the simulation of the supernova explosion. The procedure of this calculations has been described in the preceding studies [34] . Therefore, we explain briefly the calculation method. The equations of hydrodynamics are as follows with use of the Lagrange mass coordinate m (e.g., Ref [35] );
Eq.
(1) describes the equation of continuity with the specific volume V = ρ −1 where r and v are the radius and velocity, respectively. Eq. (2) is the conservation of momentum, where p is the pressure, q is the scalar specific momentum described as q = v · r, and G is the gravitational constant. Eq. (3) gives the equation of energy conservation, where e the specific energy expressed as e = v 2 2 + U − Gm r , U the specific internal energy, and H the heating term by the nuclear energy generation (energy per unit mass per unit time).
Concerning the initial models, we adopt presupernova models which are obtained from evolutionary calculations for four reaction models. Input physical values are the temperature, density, pressure and chemical compositions. Our hydrodynamical code includes α-network which contains 13 species: 4 He, 12 C, 16 O, 20 Ne, 24 Mg, 28 Si, 32 S, 36 Ar, 40 Ca, 44 Ti, 48 Cr, 52 Fe and 56 Ni [36] . In Table I , written are the physical quantities concerning the explosion, that is, the mass of the Fe-core M Fe and the mass cut M cut . We note that the locations in lagrange mass coordinate of which the thermal energies are injected are different every four models. The explosion energy is assumed to be 1.0 × 10 51 erg for all the explosion models [26, 36] . The calculation continues till the time of around 300 s after the explosion until the shock wave reaches the surface of the helium core of M α ; at the same time the explosion energy is calculated.
Using the results of the density and temperature evolution, we calculate nucleosynthesis with the large nuclear reaction network. The calculations are performed until 10 17 s after the explosion, which leads to stable nuclei (we extrapolate the density and temperature after 300 s to proceed the nucleosynthesis calculation assuming an adiabatic expansion). The reaction network is almost the same as that of the evolution calculation with 1714 species but we add proton rich elements around Fe group nuclei for explosive nucleosynthesis, whose network includes 1852 nuclear species. After the explosive nucleosynthesis calculation, we redefine a boundary in lagrange mass between the ejecta and the central compact object, which is so-called a mass cut (M cut ). The mass cut for 25M ⊙ star is determined in the followings. Although the location of the mass cut in Table I is only appropriate for a ≃ 20M ⊙ star from a series of study of SN 1987A [34] , we adopt the previous results, that is, the mass cuts are obtained as parameters to reproduce the observed light curves, where the ejected quantity of 56 Ni amounts to 0.07 M ⊙ [3] .
To compare the results with observation, we take into account the ratio of yields to the solar abundances. The ratios are equivalent to overproduction factors of ejecta since we have taken the initial mass fractions to be solar ones. We show the results for stable elements lighter than A = 210 in Fig. 3 (Fynbo-CF85) , Fig. 5 (OKK-CF85) , Fig. 4 (Fynbo-Bu96) , and Fig. 6 (OKK-Bu96), respectively.
We classify the produced nuclei into two groups, one is the nuclei produced in mainly massive stars and ejected by core-collapse supernova explosions (nuclei of 20 ≤ A ≤ 32 and weak s-nuclei of 60 < A < 90) and the other is p-nuclei. The underproduced nuclei are contributed by other astrophysical sites. Nuclei of A < 20 are also synthesized in low-and intermediatemass stars. The intermediate-mass stars also yield main s-nuclei (A = 90 − 210) during the AGB star phase [37, 38, 39] . Type Ia supernovae synthesize the nuclei between Cl and Fe group nuclei. R-nuclei could be produced by events of neutron star mergers [40, 41, 42, 43] , magnetic driven supernovae [28, 44] and/or neutrino driven supernovae [45] .
In the following sections ( §2.1 and §2.2), we discuss the overproduction factors by bringing the focus on differences of four sets of reaction rates.
Overproduction factors of A ≤ 110 nuclei
Normalized overproduction factors by 16 O are used to compare the results with the solar abundances because 16 O is the most abundant element in the ejecta of the core collapse supernova explosions. In Figs. 3-6 horizontal two dotted lines indicate the ratios of a factor of two compared to the production of 16 The weak s-process produced the elements up to A = 90 in all 4 models. Some s-nuclei are destroyed by the explosion but almost other s-nuclei are remained. Therefore, the yields after the explosion are nearly the same as those in presupernova stage. The overproduction factors for OKK-CF85 model are the least enhanced in the 4 models, and those of OKKBu96 model are the most enhanced especially around A = 90. These differences are related to He-and C-burning, which are crucially important for the weak s-process [27] . For OKKBu96 model, 12 C is produced appreciably compared to other three models, which leads to the increase in neutron productions during carbon burning. 
Overproduction factors of p-nuclei
In general, p-nuclei are produced from s-nuclei by way of the photodisintegrations of the seeds during the supernova explosion. It has been found that the condition for the adequate p-process to occur, in other words, the relationship between synthesized p-nuclei and the peak temperature has been given with the mass number A and neutron number N as follows [46, 47] .
(1) T = 2 × 10 9 K : Reactions (γ,n) dominate the p-process of which small fraction of the heaviest and most fragile seed nuclei N > 82 are destroyed and produce heavy p-nuclei (N > 82, A > 140). (2) T = 2 × 10 9 -2.4 × 10 9 K : (γ, α) and/or (γ,p) reactions become also active (N > 82) and heavy p-nuclei are synthesized through the (γ,n) reactions. In Fig. 7 , the overproduction factors of all p-nuclei after the explosion are plotted. Most p-nuclei are produced in the order of Fynbo-CF85 model, OKK-Bu96 model, OKK-CF85 model, and Fynbo-Bu96 model. To consider the reason of the differences among the models seen in Fig. 7 , we take into account the relationship between the p-process and the temperature. Peak temperatures of four models are shown in Fig. 8 . The p-process layers (hereafter PPLs) for Fynbo-CF85 exist in regions with temperature of 2 − 3.5 × 10 9 K. The (Fynbo-Bu96 model) . This decrease is almost the same tendency as that of overproduction factors of p-nuclei. Let us assume that the explosion energy is transformed into the black body radiation energy: E ex = (4π/3)R 3 aT 4 with the radiation constant a. Since peak temperatures attained by the shock wave propagation depend on the density distribution or the stellar radius at the presupernova stage, the amount of p-nuclei are affected by shell burning during the stellar evolution. It is noted that produced isotopes of 92,94 Mo and 96,98 Ru are still under-produced; Furthermore, both 113 In and 115 Sn are produced to some extent. These nuclei have been known to be significantly under-produced [46] . In the present study, the enhanced seeds of s-nuclei due to carbon burning result in the production of above nuclei compared to the previous study.
Summary of nucleosynthesis
We have shown the supernova nucleosynthesis having the initial model of the presupernova that is the result of calculations of stellar evolution with use of the large nuclear reaction network. We emphasize that final results of supernova nucleosynthesis depend on not only the explosion episode but the history of stellar evolution toward the Fe-core collapse. Generally speaking, OKK models overproduce the elements (Ne, Mg, Na) beyond an acceptable level, which are originated from the burning of 12 C. For all models, the amount of s-nuclei does not change appreciably compared to that of presupernova stage. As a consequence, Heand C-burnings are significantly important for the weak s-process. On the other hand, the distribution and amount of p-nuclei depend on peak temperatures and the size of p-process layers, which are affected by the stellar evolution path. Although each overproduction factors are influenced to some extent, the heavy element nucleosynthesis is not affected appreciably by the triple-α and 12 C(α,γ) 16 O rates as a whole.
Discussion
We have investigated the effects of 3α and 12 C(α, γ) 16 O reaction rates on the production of supernova yields in a massive star of 25 M ⊙ , where four combinations of the representative reaction rates are selected and incorporated in the reaction network. Since the evolutionary code used in the present study is almost the same as Ref. [2, 3] but for the reaction rates, the differences in the evolutionary path should come from the extent of the convective mixing originated from nuclear burnings. As a consequence, we can recognize significant effects on supernova yields. 1) Distribution of abundance before the core collapse becomes very different for each model. 2) Supernova explosion results in distinctive yields if we compare them with the solar system abundances. As a whole, the Fynbo-CF85 model can reproduce the solar values and it is difficult for the OKK-Bu96 model to reproduce the solar values. Since overproductions of isotopes for Ne and Mg are due to carbon burning, it becomes difficult to fit the solar abundances for the models that produce a lot of carbon compared to the amount considered so far. As for the heavy nuclei beyond iron group elements, it is unclear how to judge the compatibility with the observations. It remains the problem of underproduction of p-nuclei compared to the solar values [48] . We suggest that the X-ray bursts could give a clue for the origin of p-nuclei [49] . However, the ejection of p-nuclei is rather difficult because of deep gravitational potential. There remains crucial problems concerning the stellar models of which we do not have a satisfactory theory of convective mixing. Since we have adopted the Schwartzschild criterion for convection, the convection tends to occur rather easily compared to the Leudux criterion. Furthermore, the extent of convective mixing is not known well, where convection itself is related to the nuclear burnings closely. We should note that these problems arise from the assumption that the stars are spherically symmetric and at present any satisfactory calculation of non-spherical stellar evolution does not exist. In spite of these problems, spherically symmetric stellar evolution has given many satisfactory results compared to the observations [50, 51] . Although the helium core is assumed to be 8 M ⊙ , the actual star starts from the mainsequence stars with the hydrogen rich envelope. If we consider the hydrogen-rich envelope, we will worry about the mass loss rate which brings out uncertain parameters [52] . Nevertheless, our results would be legitimate, because after the hydrogen burning star forms helium core with clear boundary between the core and envelope [1] . Observationally, our approach has been supported from the explanation of light curves [36, 53] and from the supernova nucleosynthesis [3, 34] as far as SN 1987A is concerned. Therefore, at present our conclusion could be accepted even if the unsatisfactory theory of convection lies under the calculation of stellar evolution.
